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outreach manager and volunteer of FOSSASIA

pycon nomad,
volunteer of pycons around Asia.
PSF managing member
EuroPython Society member

a pythonista, a open source community man,
an audio and data engineer,
The Python Software Foundation is an organization devoted to advancing open source technology related to the Python programming language.
“The Mission of Python Software Foundation is to promote, protect, and advance the Python programming language; and to support and facilitate the growth of a diverse and international community of Python programmers”
The EuroPython Society’s mission is to further the use of the programming language Python in Europe and organize events centered around the programming language Python to support this.
We Support The Python Community through...

Grants
So far in 2018 we have approved $240,000 USD in grants (through September) to recipients in 45 different countries and we’re on track to meet or beat our total of $271,138 from 2017.

Infrastructure
We support and maintain python.org, The Python Package Index, Python Documentation, and many other services the Python Community relies on.

PyCon US
We produce and underwrite the PyCon US Conference, the largest annual gathering for the Python community. Our sponsors’ support enabled us to award $118,543 USD in financial aid to 143 attendees for PyCon 2018.
PSF Member

- **Basic Member:**
  Anybody who wants to show their support for Python. No vote.

- **Supporting Member:**
  Gives an annual donation. Votes.

- **Managing Member:**
  Gives ≥ 5hrs/month to PSF working group(s). Votes.

- **Contributing Member:**
  Gives ≥ 5hrs/month to Python OSS and/or community. Votes.

- **Fellows:**
  Nominated by the member community. Votes.
Contact to PSF

psf@python.org  - forwards to board
ewa@python.org  - Director of Operations
betsy@python.org - Sponsorship
naomi@python.org - Chair
Resources

https://www.python.org

https://www.python.org/psf-landing/ psf-board@python.org

https://www.python.org/psf/membership/ psf-community@python.org

https://www.python.org/community/ @ThePSF

https://www.python.org/community/irc/
**major PyCon**

*PyCon US*, since 2003 in Washington, D.C, USA, runnung and maintaining by PSF.

*EuroPython*, since 2002 in Charleroi, Belgium, runnung and maintaining by EuroPython Society.

*PyConAPAC*, since 2010 in Singapore.
Python community in global

about **2,454** Python user groups worldwide in almost **191** cities, **37** countries and

over **2,186,164** members.

(*) at meetup.com
Python community in Asia

- Bangladesh
- Cambodia
- China
- Hong Kong
- India
- Indonesia
- Iran
- Japan
- Pakistan

- Korea
- Malaysia
- Nepal
- Singapore
- Sri Lanka
- Taiwan
- Philippines
- Thailand/ประเทศไทย
We inspire women to fall in love with programming.

Django Girls organize free Python and Django workshops, create open sourced online tutorials and curate amazing first experiences with technology.
Younggun Kim

Director of PSF (Asia region)

former Board member of PSF

co-Chair and Board member of PyCon Korea

speakers of many PyCons

iam@younggun.kim
@scari_net
Python Powered
Thank you, Guido - Video

Thank you, Guido, for everything you’ve given us.
Guido van Ross...

Replying to @europython

Thank you all! "I'm not dead yet!"

1 more reply
#thanksGuido

Thanks @gvanrossum, here are thankful for you from PyCon APAC Philippines 2019,

#PyConAPAC2019
#ContinuousImprovement
#PythonPH
#PythonIsForever
Guido van Rossum 🍃 @gvanrossum · Feb 25

Rephoning to @pythonph

Oh thank you all, that is amazing!

PythonPH @pythonph · Feb 25

and you are amazing, too. it won't happen without your efforts and support from community.
Respect, Diversity

Respect, Diversity

PyCon APAC 2016
AI, Cloud Computing, IoT, Blockchain, Open Hardware……
人工智能、云计算、区块链、开源硬件、物联网……

OpenTech 2019
2019年
11月21-23日
11月21-23日

中国·深圳
China, Shenzhen

Talks, Panels, Exhibitions, Workshops, Parties, etc.

https://opentechsummit.cn/